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Thankful Praise
Fannie E. Davidson

0^m

Yes. He is mine and I am His,
His presence fills my soul,
I thank Him for redeeming love,
That saved and made me whole.
Though once a sinner in His sight,
He heard my anguished moan,
His loving kindness lifted me,
And claims me as His own.
He leads me on from day to day,
Prepares a path for me,
And as I follow in His steps,
His plan for me I see.
My precious Saviour grows more dear,
Than anything of earth,
It's wealth and pleasures do not tempt,
He more than all is worth.

Ahead I see the lights of Home,
Where I shall dwell for aye,
To see His face and praise His name,
Is life and hope today.
In Him my Sanctifier, Friend,
Is perfect liberty.
The thorn of flesh but leads me on,
To precious victory.
So on and on and on I go,
No power can hinder here,
The Christ that lives within my heart,
Removes my every fear.
—Upland, California.
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D i a m o n d D u s t - From the Home Missions Retreat
H. W. Buckwulter
conference and study classes were like walking through fields of diamonds, and some
HE Home Missions Institute at the Me- of the dust we pass on. Here it is:
morial Holiness Camp, West Milton,
It is more important to know what God
Ohio, June 20-23, was the most significant
says than to be going by the best experience
and profitable step the Home Mission Board we may have.
has taken for many years.
When we close our eyes to the Word of
Approximately 125 Home Mission work- God, the devil will see to it that we get
ers and members of the Home Mission something to lead us astray.
Board met at this natural beauty spot for a
Error can never make you more spiritfour-day spiritual retreat with E. J. Swalm
ual.
and members of the mission board as inThe path to peace of mind is to pray
structors and discussion leaders.
about everything.
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr., chairman of
We witness a little by what we say, more
the missions board, served as the camp diby what we do, but most by what we are.
rector. The trustees of the Memorial Cam])
The definition for evangelism: intelliand the members of the local Tri-County
District provided gracious entertainment gence on fire.
for the members of the retreat. The idea of
A child is wax to receive and marble to
the retreat as a whole was made possible retain.
by a project of young people through-out
Salvation is free, but we must pay the
the church under the sponsorship of the freight in sending it to others.
Board for Young People's Work, who were
The person who is present only 7 5 % of
represented at the camp by Eld. Ohmer U.
the
time gives testimony that he is not
Herr.
100% back of the revival.
Heaven alone knows what this has meant
The development of faith depends on our
to the Mission workers. They were un- acquaintance with God.
animous in their expressions of appreciation
When I hear some folks testify I almost
and thankfulness for their rare privilege. ask, Speakest thou this of thyself or did
The association and fellowship was of in- some one tell thee?
estimable value, and will be remembered
Nothing is more despised by your brethas a most wonderful family reunion. The ren and the public than selfishness.
(A

PERSONAL TESTIMONY)
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You're a good man if you can rejoice in
the other fellow's success, but you're not
if you can't.
There is so much overgrown babyishness
among the professed people of God.
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moods.
Mission workers, safeguard the vision of
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The world needs the Gospel more than
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There is nothing more poisonous to a
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How Then?
Very seldom are we judged exactly right.
Our acts are appraised somewhat by the
nationality to which we belong, by how
much money we have, by whether we are
friends or enemies, by whether we are nicelooking, by our denominational connections.
But God looks at the heart. The outer
things which recommend you to certain
people, yea, the outer things of which you
boast and which do help you to "get by"
here and now, affect God not at all. Not at

all.

How will vour conduct appear in the
sight of Him who knows the motives your
opportunities, your light, but cares not
about the rest? How then?
—The Free

Methodist.
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Sin or Sinners vs. Saints
Beware
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ROUBLE INDICATORS are many times the

warning, if heeded, that successfully
avoids serious difficulty. While riding from
Cleveland to Buffalo on the New York Central some time back the train was making
repeated stops on the outskirts of Cleveland. I walked to the platform of the train
where the conductor was trying to determine the reason for stopping. He said,
"We are continually getting a signal to
stop. It indicates something is wrong but
we can't find what it is that causes the
signal." He then commented how serious
it might be if the signal were ignored. As
conductor of the fast train he held a grave
responsibility to have arrive in Buffalo a
long list of passengers. Signals play a very
important part in his life.
All of us are familiar with quarantine
signs that warn the approaching one of
small pox, scarlet fever and other contagious diseases. To walk past the sign 'beware of the dog' has frequently ended in
being bitten.
Probably as much heartache and grief
has come from misuse of the tongue as any
other area of man's activity. Chief friends
have been separated, churches have' been
split asunder and homes have been sent on
the rocks by the terrible sins of backbiting,,
gossiping.. maligning and all the other
hideous sins that surround the wrong use
of the tongue.
Certain phrases can always be depended
upon as signals of corruption and should
put one on guard immediately. Let us note
a few—"I feel awfully bad to mention it,
but did you hear about so and s o ? " This
denotes a hypocrite pretending a feeling
that does not exist. Quite frequently it is
an attempt to discount some one's character
for whom the person speaking carries a
jealous spirit.
"This is strictly confidential and for the
world I don't want you to tell somebody
else." This is a gossiper slogan that means
they want the first-hand thrill of passing

Every believer has a need before God.
We have none of us approached so near to
Him that we can approach no nearer. There
are none of us who are so conformed to that
image that we can be conformed no closer.
There are none of us who are so clearly reflecting the glory of the Lord that we can
reflect it no better. There are none of us
so absolutely filled with the Spirit of the
Lord Jesus that we can show His Spirit no
more .fully.
Satan is forever trying to shut our eyes,
that we should not go on to know the fulness of the glory of the Lord Jesus.—Herries S. Gregory.

some piece of worthless news around to a
lot of people. Was it not amazing when
you found out how many people were told
confidentially?
"I feel it my duty and for your good to
tell you—" Here is someone with a beam
in his eye taking a crack at the mote in
yours. Get set for a speech that will outline your faults and discount your abilities
as only a vicious gossiper can do it.
"My nature is to be brutally frank." This
means look out for the absence of a lot of
good common sense, and certainly you will
not be confronted with an exhibit of tact.
Listen for a lot of arrogant talking that expresses the egotist.
If, and when, a system of quarantining
is effected that will properly designate these
'sinners,' someone will be kept busy making placards. In the meantime, when these
phrases are thrust at you,—beware—and if
possible, make your exit.-^-/. N. H.

I

F I believed as some do that children are
•born sinners and that baptism is the
means by which sinners are made saints
and fit for the kingdom of God I'd be a
zealous advocate of Infant Baptism. Likewise, if I believed that children are born in
sin. thinking that "in sin" means "with
sin" and did not believe in baptismal regeneration I would most certainly seek another means by which "the little sinners"
could be made children of God.

The Word of God does not teach that
children are born sinners nor born with
sin. In Psalms 51, when the psalmist said,
"Behold I was shapen in iniquity and in
sin did my mother conceive m e " ; he was
not speaking of a child being born with
sin or being born a sinners. The psalmist
said that his mother was under the curse
of sin when he was in the embryonic state
and that his birth was in pain (labour
pains) as the result of the fall.
The apostle James states that sin is the
child or production of lust." Every man
is tempted when he is drawn away of his
own lusts and enticed. Then when lust
hath conceived it bringeth forth sin." Sin
is the result of impregnated lust producing
Personnel Changes
evil action. The apostle John says, "Sin is
ITH^THIS issue of the Evangelical Visi- the transgression of the law. All unrighttdf. a term of service given to the eousness is sin." Again James says that sin
Publishing interests by Bro. Jacob G. Kuhns is the omitting to do what a person knows
comes to a close. Amid unsettled and dif- to be good. Transgression is a positive act
ficult situations he came with the work in of sin. Omission is a negative aspect of
1946 to serve as General Manager for the sin. They are both acts or actions of the
interests of the Publication Board of the mind.
Brethren in Christ Church. He now reChildren are born with a tendency toturns to Messiah College to continue his ward evil. They are likewise born with a
work as instructor in the field of English. tendency toward good. It seems as if the
It is our wish that the goals attained dur- evil tendency always predominates. "All
ing this three year period will continue and have sinned and come short of the glory
develop still further to increased efficiency of God." The Gentile without the law and
and greater service to the Church.
the Jew with the law have all transgressed
In addition to his general duties, Bro. the law of God or have omitted to accept
Kuhns gave a large amount of time in the God's provision of grace.
compilation and lay-out work of the EvanAlthough babies are born with tendencies
gelical Visitor and the Sunday-school pa- toward evil and good, this does not make
pers. His ability in the field of English and them either sinners or saints. This is their
his knowledge in journalism have made innocency. A Christian is one who is born
noteworthy contributions to our church pa- again. A sinner is one who sins. Babies
pers during his period of service.
are humanly depraved; they are not sinBeginning with August 1 Brother Ray ners. If by "sin principle" is meant poZercher of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, will tential possibilities to sin. then it can be
become an employee of the E. V. Publish- equally stated that they are born with the
ing House. His assignment of duties covers righteous principle, and until they come to
the compilation and lay-out work of Church the age of accountability they are saints
publications. We welcome Bro. Zercher as not sinners. At any rate our Lord said
our assistant in this phase of the work. "Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven."
The entire staff of E. V. Publishing House
— / . A. C.
and Christian Light Press, together with
all our readers, join in wishing Bro. Kuhns
the blessing of the Lord in his work for
The Chinese, whose quaint confession of
the College. Colleges play a very imporfaith was. " I am reading the Bible now and
tant part in the lives of youth and definitebehaving it." had a better conception of
ly influence the course of the Church.
what is involved in being a Christian than
— / . N. H.
many professed believers of long standing-
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We Look for the Saviour

July 25, 1949

the love of Him, and because the mind is
continually desiring to learn more and yet
more concerning Himself. When the follies
of earth are fully grasped, then will the
Edwin Raymond
Anderson
heart lay firm grip upon the faithfulness of
heaven, and find all things precious, lasting
HE APOSTLE would remind us that we are and remote to the man of earth, when the
and worthwhile to be centered in that Blessman
in
Christ
who
professes
to
speak
the
marked out as a heavenly people, even
ed One.
while managing our pilgrim affairs here reality of it, has such little spiritual ac"We look for the Saviour" . . . and befor the present scene. And that is a re- quaintanceship with it!
minder that is always required. While it
But for the one who is thoroughly "at loved, we ought to be able to subscribe to
may be true that some may be marked as home" in the heavenlies, the apostle has a that, for the every letter and word. It is
being, "so heavenly minded that they are precious word concerning the return of the a subscription that will search out the deep
no earthly good," it would also be true that Coming One. From that vantage point does places of the heart, for it is not a word
some others may be marked as, "so earthly he. "look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus that may lightly be taken up. There are
minded that they are no heavenly good," Christ." It is that which oftentimes may those who have a Saviour . . . but in truth,
seeing that they have tried to make earth form the dividing point for many of the do not look for Him; He has become the
to become a sort of heaven, and have pious- Lord's people, for it is only they who are Piou» Secondary. And the old world is
ly reduced the divine heavenlies to that verily abiding in the heavenlies who are filled with the men and women of vain replace of slighted secondaries, where it car- marked out as actually looking for the re- ligion who are looking at everything under
ries no primary influence for the day-by- turn of the Heavenly One. To the one who the sun, but who have never once raised the
dav welfare. And it is sad, but evident, that has been swallowed up by the affairs of "heart-line" above the present horizon, to
God's people can be carried away to ex- this present world, the thought of Rapture see the Son. But if we love Him, if we have
tremes upon both sides, and while we are has always become shoved into some sec- been loosed from our sins by Him, if we
yet in the flesh, that may be expected. Yet ondary niche where it does not press too learn of Him in the daily life, if we lean
for the main, we are to be marked out as much upon the daily programs. They may upon Him for continual strength and guidthe heavenly people, not so much to bring enjoy the sermons and the teachings on ance, shall we not add the "crucial cap"days of heaven upon earth." but to bring these blessed truths, after a fashion, but it stone" of looking for the Blessed Object of
the things of earth, of the daily way and is only a "fashion," and they desire at these sanctifying realities?
walk and welfare in tune with the richer least, to be marked out "on the right side
—Waterbury. Conn.
notes of the heavenly sounding. If that be of the doctrinal fence." But they should
thought "impractical" in view of the large- at least remember that a fence may carry
> m*m «
ness of life as it is for the here and- now. sharp pickets!
Better not rebuke unless you have longwhen the things of earth clamour for such
But how natural for that man or that suffering.
audience and attention, we can only reply
woman who is truly abiding in the heaventhat it is. "inspired impracticability." The
lies, to move with holy look-out for the
heavenlies "have their own standards and
Desire of the heart! It would be strange
measurements, and mere earthlings have
So many people mistake perspiration for
otherwise. There is the looking for the
not found the key and the code for it.
Lord, because the heart is captured with inspiration.
And so would the apostle remind us that
we are marked out as a heavenly people.
Consider this word from his letter to the
Philippians, "For our conversation is in
heaven, from whence also we look for the
P. J. Wiehe
Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ" (Phil. 3 :
2 0 ) . Our "conversation" here, is our char"Abraham believed God and it was the will of God. And you will find it is
acter, that makeup • which is moulded ac- counted unto him for righteousness." We easv to believe.
cording to the pattern of the new creation should remember that Abraham believed
There are a number of things that hinder
in Christ Jesus (note II Cor. 5:17) . Of something that according to nature was im- faith. Jesus said to the people. "How can
course, it should-and must-include o u r possible. Job continued to trust God in all you believe, which receive honor one of
"conversation" as such, and our speech is his losses and afflictions.
another?" John 5:44. Unconfessed sin will
to be seasoned with salt. Of course, it
hinder faith, so will a sinful life. However.
What is faith? "Now faith is the subwould seem that many have "run out" of
if we walk in the light continually, obey
stance of things hoped for, the evidence of
salt, and have substituted pepper instead!
God and do His will from the heart it is
things not seen." Hebrews 1 1 : 1 . Why do
Many a Christian has allowed his talk to
easy to believe.
we need faith? Without faith it is impostangle up his walk, and the greater part
"If ye will not believe ye shall not be
of his fundamentalism has practically fail- sible to please God. Hebrews 11:6. We are established." Isaiah 7:9. But how comed because of the foolishness of his "life justified by faith, Romans 5 : 1 ; we are born forting is the message we find in II Chronadvertising." That word may appear too of God through faith, I John 5 : 1 ; we are icles 20:20, "Believe in the Lord your God,
simple for too many; but yet the Lord sanctified by faith, Acts 15:9; we walk by so shall ye be established."
is always bringing us back to those bed- faith, II Corinthians 5:7; we are victorious
The great sin of the age is the sin of
rock simplicities which make or break the over sin by faith, I John 5:4.
unbelief. John 16:9. Do you believe in
daily testimony. The "conversation" is to
Where can we get faith? In the first Jesus as your personal Saviour? If not,
be of heavenly content and attitude; not a place it is the gift of God. Ephesians 2:8. you are committing a great sin.
mark_of that loftiness which is the badge Moreover faith cometh by hearing, and
"O for a faith that will not shrink,
of superior advantage or education, but hearing by the Word of God. Romans 10:
Though Dressed by every foe;
rather that true, holy, spiritual loftiness 17. Do you have difficulty in believing?
That will not tremble on the brink
Of any earthly woe."
which is the badge of the one who is thor- Try this and see how it works: confess
oughly "at home" in the heavenlies. No whatever needs to be confessed. Forsake
Lord increase our faith.
wonder that heaven must appear strange every sin and yield yourself completely to
—Ontario Bible School.
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Youth in the Family Circle - A Round Table Discussion
Youth and Habits
Ella L. Davis
NLESS A young person is soundly converted and allowing God to lead and
direct his life he is likely to fall into one
or more of the many traps Satan has for
enlticing careless souls.
Smoking and drinking go hand in hand,
and few of the modern age seem to escape.
If we believe all the billboards advertize
and the sponsors of many radio programs,
we might be caught in the net. but we
know God's Word cries out against such
things. We should guard against the books
we read, the company we keep and the
songs we sing. The Bible has the solution
for every human need and we should consult it first even in our minor problems.
We can well take note of Joseph, Daniel
the three Hebrew children and many other
Bible characters, who in the midst of trial
and test trusted God to bring them out on
the victorious side. He is just as true to
His Word today and has promised that "if
we acknowledge Him in all our way, He
will direct our path." Proverbs 3:6. And
the latter clause of Joshua 1:9, "For the
Lord thy God is with thee whithersoever thou
goest," arid we know that He that is for us
is greater than he that is against us.
We must wait sometimes for answer to
prayer, but delayed answers are not only
trials of faith, but they give us opportunities of honoring God by our steadfast confidence in Him.
We must climb the lower peaks before
the loftiest summits and wade the shallow
before venturing into the swell of the ocean
waves.
Habits formed before we are twenty-one
are hard to change. The harvest depends
on the sowing. Don't save your good manners for company. The folks at home enjoy them too.
A few titles of "Things I wish I had
known before I was twenty-one" taken
from "The Moody Monthly" are:
"Things worthwhile require time, patience and work."
"How to take care of money" (which I
think timely advice to young folks these
days).
"You can't get something for nothing."
"The value of absolute truthfulness in
every thing."
"The folly of not taking older people's
advice."
"That what Mother wanted me to do was
right."
"That Dad wasn't an old fogy after all."
"That I had memorized more of the helpful and inspiring messages of God's Word.

U

At a recent, Young People s meeting at W H E N I M E T T H E MASTER FACE TO FACE
Clarence Center, New York, these discussions were given. The first represents a god- I had walked life's way with an easy tread,
Had followed where pleasure and comfort
ly mother whose words are always respectled,
ed and the other two are Christian youth Until one day in a quiet place
with deep purpose of Christian devotion in I met the Master face to face.

life.

With station and rank and wealth for my
goal,
Muph thought for my body and none for my
soul,
I had entered to win in life's mad race
When I met the Master face to face.

"The opportunities and joy of serving
others."
And most important "That Jesus Christ
I met Him and knew Him and blushed to see
wants to be my Saviour and Friend."
Then there are some things you just can't That His eyes, full of sorrow, were fixed on
me;
do. such as:
And I faltered and fell at His feet that day,
Sow bad habits and reap a good char- While my castles melted and vanished away.
acter.
Sow dissipation and reap a healthy body. Melted and vanished and in their place
Naught else did I see but the Master's face,
Sow deception and reap confidence.
And I cried aloud, "Oh make me meet
Sow neglect of the Bible and reap a well To follow the steps of Thy wounded feet."
guided life.
My thoughts are now for the souls of men.
There's a fight to be fought, there's a work I have lost my life to find it again,
E'er since one day in a quiet place
to be done,
I met the Master face to face.
And a foe to be met, ere the set of the sun.
And the call has gone out o'er the land far
•XK~XK~X"X~X«X«X~XKK~X~X~X~X~X>
and wide,
Who'll follow the banner? Who is on the new heavens and a new earth, wherein
Lord's side ?
dwelleth righteousness. Wherefore, beloved,
seeing that ye look for such things, be diligent that ye may be found of him in peace,
Youth and Goals
without spot, and blameless."
James Brauien
OUTH MUST have goals, or else live useY
lessly. You can tell the type of person they are by what they seek. In their

The two all-embracing life goals are
found in Mark 12:30-31 where Jesus says,
"And thou shall, love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind, and with all thy
strength: This is the first commandment.
And the second is like, namely this, Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. There
is none other commandment greater than
these." These two verses make us realize
that we must put something into life by
living according to God's Commandments,
if we intend to obtain our goals or get anything out of life.

seeking, pleasure, fame, wealth, etc., come
first many times because they are desirable, but if these are all that one seeks
after, they hold life at a very low level.
Life must have a goal that is everlasting.
"Make His Kingdom and Righteousness
your chief aim" is Weymouth's challenging translation of Matthew 6:33, which
reads, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God
"There's just one thing I want," cried a
and His righteousness and all these things
shall be added unto you." This "first" and young singer. "I want to see the world at
"chief aim" is the key to follow if you want my feet. I want to hear the great crowds
the best in life. Jesus did not depreciate applaud, I want fame."
secondary purposes and ambitions, but He
"I couldn't bear it," said Schweitzer,
set up this chief aim to give them meaning missionary in Africa, "to dwell at ease
and purpose.
while multitudes of Africans lived in utter
It may help us to realize what is of value wretchedness, many of them suffering beif we consider that which some of the great cause of the sins of my own people." So
Bible men have considered worthy goals. he opened a hospital on the edge of the
Paul told the Philippians the secret of his primeval forest, determined to relieve husuccess when he said, "I count all things man misery to the limit of his powers.
but loss for the excellency of the knowl"We shall never rest" cried Benes, the
edge of Christ Jesus my Lord." To know
former president of Czechoslovakia, "until
Christ, was to Paul the attainment most to
our country is free again."
be desired in life. We learn that Peter,
"I do always those things which please
too. had distinct goals for living as we read
II Peter 3:13-14 where he says, "Neverthe- Him." said Jesus.
less we, according to his promise, look for
(Continued on page fourteen)
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The Risen Life

Only a Thought

F. John Carter
NE DAY AS I was intent on preparing a
sermon, I heard someone walking past
my study window which opened on the
driveway of the house next door. On looking up, I noticed a stranger, and concluded
from the materials he carried that he was
the man hired by my neighbor to "bud" an
avocado tree growing in her back yard.

O

out some incentive. Immediately he grafted in the new slips. For a Christian to
produce fruit, he must not only cut away
that which uselessly saps the spiritual life,
but get in touch with that which uplifts and
inspires.

I was particularly interested in the way
he prepared the new slips. Special efforts
Not having seen a grafting operation, I were made to have the various wood layers
interrupted my study and went outdoors to of the "buds" make contact with the corwhere the man had commenced work on the responding wood layers of the tree. Chrisunfruitful tree. I told him that I was in- tians cannot put on kindness and love hapterested in what he was doing. Laconically hazardly any more than the new slips could
he said, "Good root; no fruit." And im- be expected to produce fruit if they were
mediately I sensed that a sermon illustra- carelessly placed in position. When a
tion was in the making. I intended to Christian sincerely seeks the mind of the
preach on "The Risen Life" as outlined in Spirit concerning the risen life results can
the 3rd chapter of Colossians where Paul be expected.
indicates that while the Colossians had
The next step was to fasten the grafts
"good root," they w e r e producing "no
into
position. This was done in some infruit." Therefore I watched the man very
stances by means of small nails. In other
closely as he proceeded with his work.
cases, string was used. It was necessary
The avocado tree was about five years for the tree and the new slips to be in conold, and although it was heavy with foli- stant contact. As we look at Colossians 3:1
age, there was not the slightest sign of any in the Greek, we are impressed with the
fruit. The first thing done was to cut away tense of the work "seek." Literally the
most of the indications of the old life. In thought is, "Keep seeking those things
a few minutes the ground was littered with which are above." And in verse 2, "Keep
the branches which were bearing o n l y setting your affection on things above." In
leaves. That coincided with Colossians 3:5 other words, the Christian is urged to mainwhere is found Paul's exhortation to mor- tain contact with that which will produce
tify (or put to death) the things of the old fruit. One person will accomplish that in
life such as "fornication, uncleanness, in- one way ( n a i l s ) ; another will do it in some
ordinate affection, evil concupiscence, and other way (string). But the objective will
covetousness." Verse 8 lists "anger, wrath, be the same.
malice, blasphemy, filthy communication
out of your mouth." which things also were
to be "put off."
Having stripped the tree of its fruitless
branches, the man began to graft in slips
taken from another tree which was producing abundant fruit. That was in line with
the command of verse 12 to "put on therefore, as the elect of God, holy and beloved,
bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness
of mind, meekness, longsuffering."
The order of procedure corresponded
with that of Scripture. First, the old things
were cut away. Second, new and proved
things were grafted in. Let it be kept in
mind that Paul was addressing Christians,
not unsaved folks. A Christian, to live the
victorious life, must make a break with the
old life first. It would have been difficult
for the man to have grafted in the new
slips without first having removed the interfering foliage. It will not do to seek
to add that which will produce Christian
fruitage w h i l e the none fruit-bearing
branches are there to absorb the life of the
root. Moreover, it is important to note that
the gardener did not cut away the old life
and expect the tree to produce fruit with-

Only a seed—but it chanced to fall
In a little cleft of a city wall,
And, taking root, grew bravely up,
Till a tiny blossom crowned its top.
Only a thought — but the work it
wrought
Could never by tongue or pen be
taught;
For it ran through a life, like a thread
of gold,
And the Life bore fruit, a hundred-

.

fold.

Only a word — but 'twas spoken in
love
With a whispered prayer to the Lord
above, '
And the angels in heaven rejoiced
once more,
For a new-born soul "entered in by
the door."
—Jesse Gordon.

Finally, after placing a sealing material
over the cuts where the grafting had occurred, he tied a paper bag over each graft
to protect it from the hot sun. It is not
surprising, therefore, to note in verse 14:
"And above all these things put on (love)."
As the child of God links his life to that
which will bear fruit for Christ, let him
protect himself by exercising Christian
love, and the peace of God will rule in his
heart (verse 15).—Christian Life.

The Hill of the Lord
/ . T. Ginder

There is a beautiful hill;
It is found in God's sweet will—
High but well established is the place,
Where Jesus shows His smiling face.

Mine eyes will I lift to this hill,
For here is where I get My fill
Of grace, mercy, peace and joy,
With which this hill abounds
alloy.

This hill, beautiful for situation,
Holds joy for every nation—
Both kings and beggars this joy receive
As they repent and the Gospel believe.

The more I walk this
The more I feel to
That folk may know
The God of heaven

Mount Zion for refuge and security,
For safety, shelter and heart purity—
The home of the soul, what a relation
With God in His own habitation.

Majestic beauty and sovereign care
Emanates forth to the worthy everywhere.
Oh glorious hill! Oh mount of God!
I will look to thee for ever as I ought.

Oh hill of the Lord! Thee we adore;
Thou wilt preserve for evermore;
Thy palaces in beauty shine
Within thy bulwarks; all Glory be forever Thine.
—Manheim, Pa.

without

hill about
sing and shout,
in countless numbers
never slumbers.
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Living Valiantl y - A Challenge to Youth
Jesse F. Lady
Baccalaureate message given in the Upland Church, May 29, 194-9.

I

WANT TO talk to you on the subject of
"Living Valiantly." My text is found
in I Chronicles 19:13. "Be of good courage, and let us behave ourselves valiantly
for our people, and for the cities of our
God: and let the Lord do that which is
good in his sight." You see this text gets
very close to life. But a text to be wholly
true must not be torn from its context. It
will be necessary for you to read the surrounding Scriptures to discover the full
significance of the message.

In the fever of someone's temptation, was
there an understanding word or sympathetic look that steadied the soul till it
could feel solid ground underneath again?
Among the mists of doubts in some person's life, did your behavior in that hour
encourage and challenge that individual
not to turn back or not to do something
that was off color but to go a little farther
toward the end of the road which the Master walked?
Yes. God will put a difference between
us and the world. God's Word teaches it,
and the Church and even the world expect
the Christian to behave himself according
to a different pattern than that of the
world.

standard of Scriptural holiness. Young people who will not yield to flattery or fear,
who cannot be bought by the world's prizes
or intimidated by the world's threats, but
rather stand like beacon lights in this dark
world.
It is not the fact that we die that counts
most of all; it is how we die. It has been
well stated. "Cowards die many times before their deaths: the valiant never taste of
death but once." "Be of good courage."

III. Then again, the valiant life has a
consecration all of its own. Listen to the
words of the text, "Let the Lord do that
which is good in His sight." In other words,
he is saying, "This is the Lord's affair.
Keep hands off." Too often we begin to
. dabble with little things that God intended
that we should keep hands off. This is
God's battle. Our God will fight for us.

In order to make my subject a little more
meaningful, let me say something about
this word "valiant." It has an aristocratic
.
background. It has a noble heritage; yes,
it is well-born. It comes from the Latin
Our Praye
valere, "to be strong," and from the Old
French valior, "to be worth." From this
Only, dear Lord, in thy dear love
union came the vigorous verbal offspring
Fit us for perfect rest above;
"valiant," which means essentially "achievAnd help us this and every day
ing value to the degree that one is spiritualTo Hue more nearly as we pray.
ly strong."
—John Keble.
Then, if you will combine the meaning
of this word from the various dictionaries,
you will find this definition: "to be valiant
II. In the second place, the valiant life
is to be stouthearted, intrepid in danger,
demonstrates a courage of its own. "Be of
creatively courageous, modestly meritorigood courage" says the text. You will note
ous, inwardly invincible, eventually victoriit says "good" courage, which would inous." This will give you some idea of the
dicate there are different kinds of courage.
possibilities of this big business of living
We have lots of stunt courage such as
valiantly.
you will find in the circus. Real courage is
To live valiantly means much more than never a sudden burst of animal resentment
the consideration of the high cost of liv- or a dare-devil passing entertainment. The
ing. It is the high cost of living "forever." courage spoken of in our test is expressed
To put my message in a nut-shell, let me by the poet:
say it this way, "If there is nothing heroic
about your life, then you are done for."
"Give us the courage of the soul's high vision,
Though its fulfillment here we may never
In order to elucidate further this thought
see;
of living valiantly, let me suggest four
The heart to make and keep the brave dethings about the people who would live
cision,
valiantly.
And faith to leave the ultimate with
Thee."
1. First, the valiant life has a consistent
conduct all of its own. "Let us behave ourIt was this kind of courage that was
selves wisely." The purpose of education,
it should be observed, is to teach people demonstrated in the life of Savanarola,
how to behave. Both God and people are whose integrity could neither be frightened
interested in how we live our daily lives. nor purchased. He refused a cardinal's hat
To hear some people talk, God is interested when presented to him as a bribe. He said,
only in what we believe. Some say "doing" " I desire neither hats nor mitres, be they
has nothing to do with salvation. That is great or small; I desire nothing, save that
a dangerous half-truth. Faith and obedi- which thou hast given to thy saints; it is
death. The Lord hath suffered so much for
ence, trust and obey must go together.
Let me ask you several questions. The me." Take the example of Joan of Arc,
kind of a life you are now living, was it when facing the hour of death before the
worthwhile for Christ's dying for it? Are Inquisition, said, "I will follow my faith,
you doing anything now to stop the rapid even to the fire."
• What is more beautiful than to see young
drift of evil and worldliness? Are you doing anything for the flowering of the wild- people who are not for sale. Those who
erness? Where are the flowers which blos- refuse to lower the standards of social
chastity, moral and ethical integrity, or the
somed because of what you did?

David discovered that it was easier to
handle his enemies than to control himself.
In this immediate Scripture, David seemingly displays a consistent consecration to
the task. But two chapters later, we have
the record that David failed to carry out
God's will, and sinned by numbering the
people.
It is a common fallacy to suppose youth
is tempted primarily where it is weak. It
is around youth's powers and talents that
temptations grow turbulent like the swirling
waters around a rock. Temptations deal
with life like winds do with trees; the taller
the tree the more the temptation wrestles
with it.
Some years ago, a man walked up and
down the Bowery of New York City, selling
shoe strings for a drink of whisky. He had
come from a fine home. He graduated from
one of the finest universities and flowered
out into his profession with every promise
of making good. Without genuine consecration, intellectual success may prove
ruinous. Many a man cannot stand financial success. Getting money may develop
his character; having it may ruin him.
Valiant consecration is the type that Jesus subscribed to the rich young ruler,
"Sell 'whatsoever' thou hast." That "whatsoever" means more than money. It means
your all. "What we are is God's gift to
us. What we do with what God gives-us is
our gift to God." May God help us to give
our best to Him, remembering that "Jesus
paid it all."
Again the valiant consecrated life lives
in terms of privilege and not in terms of
duty, obligation, and responsibility. If ever
a man is to be a real anything, the sense of
privilege will be the sign.
(Continued on page fifteen)
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DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters
Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa., Tel. 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary

Institutions

India

The Christian Light Press
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Mervin
Heisey, Steward, and Sr. Rhoda Heisey,
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Beulah College, Upland, California.
Dr. Jesse F, Lady, President.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Eld. Ira H. Engle, President.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Ontario Bible School, Fort Erie, North, Ont.
Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.

General Superintendent: Bishop A. D. M. Dick
and Sister Dick, Madhipura, O. & T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O, & T. Ry., Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. Charles
Engle, Sr. M. Effle Rohrer, Sr. Beulah Arnold,
Sr. Leora Toder, Sr. Shirley Bitner, Sr. Erma
Hare.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. & T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India, Bishop and Sr. A.
D. M. Dick.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, O. & T. Ry., North Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. William R. Hoke,
Sr. Anna Steckley, Sr. Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I. Ry., District Monghyr, India, Eld. and
Sr. George Paulus.
Missionaries on Furlough
Eld. & Mrs. Charles Eshelman, Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Sr. Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Avenue, Upland, California.
Sr. F. Mabel Frey, 256 F. St., Upland, Calif.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Eld. & Sr. W. O. Winger, Grantham, Pa.
Eld. and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter, 338 N. 6th
Ave., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Mary Brenaman, West Milton, Ohio, c.o.
H. W. Hoke.
Elder & Mrs. J. Paul George, R. 1, Troy,
Ohio, c.o. Harold Rohrer.
Sr. Edna E. Lehman, R. R. 3, York, Pa.,
c.o. O. D. Lehman.

Treasurers of the Different Boards

Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Gormley, Ontario.
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treas.: W'm. Charlton. Stev*-n«ville. Ontario.
Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
Pa., R. R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, PaEducation: Homer G. Engle. Abilene. Kans.
Canadian Treasurer: Earl M. Sider, Nanticoke,
Ontario.-.
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Sunday School Board: C. W. Boyer, 2223 N.
Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Free Literature and Tract Department: Charles Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Young People's Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1,
Marietta, Pa.; George C. Sheffer, Stayner,
Ont., Canadian Treas.
Belief and Service Committee: John H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pa.
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Sec'y., 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Women's Missionary. Prayer Ciicle: Mrs. Car)
J. Carlson, Secretary, 6039 Halstead, Chicago 21, Illinois; Mrs. Jacob Hock, Treasurer, Resevoir Street, Chambersburg, Pa.

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13, N.
Y.; Telephone—GRant 7706; Harry and Katie
Buckwalter, Anne Wyld, Viola Miller.
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halstead Street. Chicago
21, Illinois; Telephone — Wentworth 6-7122;
Carl J. Carlson, Pastor; Joseph B. Smith, Assistant Pastor; Avas Carlson, Marietta Smith,
Alice Albright, Esther Kanode, Sara Brubaker.
Dayton Mission: 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio;
Telephone — HEmlock 3164; William and
Evelyn Engle, Mary Brandt.
Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.; Residence — 3986 Humboldt
Detroit 8, Mich.; Telephone—Tyler 5-1470;
H a r r y and Catherine Hock, Mary Sentz, Ruth
Heisey, Erma Hoke.
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 1175
Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.. Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel and Faithe Carlson, Anna
Wolgemuth, Mildred Winger, Elizabeth Kanode.
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 370
First St., S. E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone—
4169; Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler,
Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler, D o r i s
Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
Orlando Mission: 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.;
Telephone—4312; Charles and Myrtle Nye.
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
William and Anna Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill.
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Calif.; Telephone—UNderhiU 1-4820; Eli, Jr. and Leona
Hostetler, Evelyn Frysinger, Edith Davidson.
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow St., Stowe, Pa.:
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Harold and
Alice Wolgemuth.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bossert, Pastor; Pauline Hess, Florence Faus.
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Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Pearl Jones.
Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission) Telephone Hollidaysburg 51319; Paul and Esther
George.
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
Dohner, Esther Ebersole.
Garlin, Ky.: Robert and Edna Wengerd, Elizabeth Hess, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
Knifley, Ky.: Irvin and Dorothy Kanode,
Mary Heisey, Nurse.
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) Saskatchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Breehbill, Docia Calhoun.
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, Canada; Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Alonza Vannatter, Pastor.
Frogmora: Basil Green, Pastor.
Houghton Center: Myrtle Steckley, R u t h
Steckley, Anna Henry.
RADIO BROADCASTS
CHVC. Niagara Falls, Ontario
1600 Kcs.
"e&ll to Worship Hour"
Each Sunday
9:00-9:30 A.M.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
1380 Kcs.
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich.
1260 Kcs.
First Thursday of every month
12:15-1:15 P. M.
Every Tuesday—transcription
3:30 P. M.-3:45 P. M.
KOCS, Ontario, Calif.
1510 Kcs.
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:16 A. M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:30—8:00 A. M.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
1110 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
1270 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday
12:35—1:00 P. M.
WKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana
1380 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday
8:00—8:30 A.M.
WAND, Canton, Ohio
900 Kcs.
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Each Sunday
12:15-1:00 P. M.
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio
910 Kcs.
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:30 A. M.
WRFD,
Worthington, Ohio
880 Kcs.
SEVENTEENTH
ANNUAL YOUTH
"Brethren in Christ Radio Broadcast"
CONFERENCE
Each Sunday
7:30 - 8:00 A. M.

Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Two Conferences will convene as follows:
Junior Conference, August 24-26
(ages 12-15)
Senior Conference, August 26-28
(ages 16-up)
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
The Conference will be divided into small
groups of one age level. The groups will
Africa
discuss a variety of topics covering Bible
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H.
studies and youth problems.
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So,
Instructors:
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President,
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. RhoMessiah College.
desia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle,
Prof. C. 0. Wittlinger, Division of Social
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Sr. Fanny Longenecker,
Sciences at Messiah College.
and Sr. Dorothy M. Martin.
Bishop Luke Keefer, Pastor, Evangelist
Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 10 2M, Bulawayo, S.
and Teacher.
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
Bishop Samuel Wolgemuth, Pastor and
B. Hall, Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
Naomi Lady, Sr. Annie Winger, Sr. Martha
Youth Leader.
Kauffman, Sr. Anna Wolgemuth, Sr. Lulu
Total Fee:
Asper and Sr. Beth L. Winger, Eld. and Sr.
Bert Winger.
Five dollars for either Conference.
Final announcement will be made by SunWanezi Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder & Sr. Albert Breneman,
day School superintendents in the state of
Elder & Sr. Arthur Climenhaga, Sr. Anna R.
Pennsylvania on July 31 and August 7. You
Engle, Sr. Florence Hensel and Eld. and Sr.
will secure application blanks from them at
Chester Wingert.
RURAL MISSIONS
that time.
Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr. Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines) Paul and
Anyone outside of the State of PennsylVerna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt and Sr. Verda
Ruth Wolgemuth, Esther Greenawalt, Ida vania or not in contact with a regular SunMoyer.
Lue Hane.
day School may write to K. B. Hoover, DiSikalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Bloomfleld, New Mexico, c.o. Blanco Trading rector of Grantham Youth Conference, GranPost
(Navajo Indian Mission) Lynn and EliAfrica. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr.
nor Nicholson, Rosa Eyster.
tham, Pennsylvania.
Rhoda Lenhert and Sr. Anna Graybill.
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ANNOUNCING OUR CAMPS
Holiness C a m p

M e e t i n gs

Bell S p r i n g s Church Grounds
Navarre, Kansas
A u g u s t 14-21
Roxbury,

Pennsylvania

A u g u s t 6-14
D a l l a s Center, Iowa
A u g u s t 14-21
Memorial Holiness C a m p , West Milton, Ohio
A u g u s t 20-28
Y o u n g M a r r i e d People's Conferences
Messiah College, G r a n t h a m , P a .
A u g u s t 21
O'dell Bible C a m p
Lakeville, Ohio
J u l y 29-31
Y o u t h Conferences
G r a n t h a m Y o u t h Conference
Messiah College, G r a n t h a m , P a .
A u g u s t 24-28
I n d i a n a Yout h Conference
F e t t e r ' s Grove, W a k a r u s a , I n d i a n a
A u g u s t 4-7
K a n s a s Yout h Conference
Camp W a - s h u n - g a
A u g u s t 29, 30, 31
O k l a h o m a Y o u t h Conference
J a b b o k Bible School, T h o m a s , O k l a h o ma
S e p t e m b e r 2-4
Michigan Y o u n g People's Conference
A u g u s t 13-14, 1949
To be held in a t e n t n e a r
Mooretown Church, S a n d u s k y, Michigan

Weddings
BLAIB-EEAUDOIH—On Saturday afternoon,
June 5, at 5:00 o'clock, Alma Beaudoin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Romeo Beaudoin, Detroit,
Michigan, and William Blair were united in
marriage in the presence of the immediate
families in God's Love Mission Home by Eld.
Harry Hock. Mrs. Blair is one of God's Love
Mission Sunday School scholars. We pray God's
blessing on this couple.
VITTIE-TTJCKEK — On June 4, 1049, Jean
Phyliss Tucker, daughter of Bro. and Sr. John
Tucker of Wainfleet, Ontario, and Thomas Alexander Vittie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Vittie, Ontario, were united in marriage at the
bride's home in the presence of a large number
of relatives and friends. The ceremony was
performed by Bishop Edward Gilmore.
May the Lord bless them and guide them
through life.
C-EOEO-IADES-SPEEK,—Miss Maurine Faye
Speer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Meryl Speer
of Abilene, Kansas, became the bride of Bro.
George Georgiades, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Georgiades of Los Angeles, in a ceremony
solemnized at the Abilene Brethren in Christ
Church, Tuesday evening, June 7. Eld. G. E.
Whisler officiated.
PERGUSON-WYANT — On Wednesday, June
22, at 12 o'clock, Ruby Alice, daughter of Bro.
and Sr. R. A. Wyant, Stayner, Ontario, and
Joseph Lloyd Ferguson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Ferguson, Glen Huron, Ontario, were
united in marriage at the bride's home. The
ceremony was performed by Eld. G. C. Sheffer,
uncle of the bride. May God's blessing be with
this young couple as they journey through life
together.
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YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE'S
CONFERENCE
The following i n f o r m a t i o n will be of int e r e s t in respect to t h e y o u n g m a r r i e d people's conference.
T i m e : A u g u s t 2 1 . B e g i n n i n g a t 2:00 P.M.
and closing w i t h t h e evening service a b o ut
8:30 P.M.
P l a c e : Messiah College, G r a n t h a m , P a .
P r o g r a m and S p e a k e r s :
Bishop H e n r y A. Ginderi will discuss topics
which r e l a t e t o t h e i m p o r t a n c e of t h e home
and t h e place t h e home should p l a y in leading children to Christ.
P r o f e s s o r C. O. W i t t l i n g e r will discuss
topics r e l a t e d to h o m e a d j u s t m e n t s .
Dr. Charles E. W e a v e r will p r e s e n t mat e r i a l s from t h e viewpoint and experiences
of a Christian medical doctor.
General:
T h e m a t e r i a l s will be for y o u n g m a r r i e d
people. W e , t h e r e f o r e, a r e limitin g t h e Conference to t h o s e who h a v e been m a r r i e d
fifteen y e a r s or less.
A c h a r g e of $2.50 p e r couple will be m a d e
to cover t h e cost of t h e Conference. T h e
m a i n i t e ms of cost will be t h e e v e n i n g meal
and t h e s p e a k e r s .
W e hope you will be able to find someone
to c a r e for your children so you can spend a
profitable t i m e h e r e . T h e n a t u r e of some of
t h e topics m a k e s it impractical t o h a v e child r e n in t h e sessions. Care will be provided
for small children in cases w h e r e t h e y cannot be left with someone a t h o m e .
In order to p r e p a r e t h e evening meal it
will be n e c e s s a r y to h a v e all who wish to
a t t e n d to notify us in advance. No advance
p a y m e n t is n e c e s s a r y .
If you plan to a t t e n d send such notice to
K. B. Hoover, Director, G r a n t h a m , P a .
NEW

BOOK

AVAILABLE

We a r e h a p p y to announce t h e completion
of N O N R E S I S T A N C E U N D E R T E S T , a
new book compiled by Bishop E . J . Swalm.
This excellent s t u dy of both t h e basic p r i n ciples a n d t h e p r a c t i c e of peace as a w a y of
life is w r i t t e n by no less t h a n t w e n t y men
a n d women, all of w h o m w e r e actively eng a g e d in relief, guidance, p a s t o r a l work or
civilian public service in t h e l a t e World
W a r . E . V. P u b l i s h i n g House, N a p p a n e e ,
Ind., $2.00.
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S U N D A Y SCHOOL C O N V E N T I O N
A S u n d a y School convention will be held
S a t u r d a y evening and all-day Sunday, J u l y
30-31, a t t h e Bethel B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t
Church, 1% miles east and 3 miles n o r t h of
Cassopolis, Michigan.
S p e a k e r s for t h i s convention will include
C. W. Boyer, g e n e r a l s e c r e t a r y of t h e B r e t h r e n in Christ S u n d ay School Board and Eld.
W m . R o s e n b e r r y, P a s t o r of t h e Philadelphia
B r e t h r e n in Christ Mission. F e a t u r e d on
t h i s p r o g r a m will be t h e "Gospel W o r d s and
Music" radio family from t h e Philadelphia
Mission.
YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE'S
CONFERENCE
T h e Central Conference District Y o u n g
M a r r i e d People's Conference will be held a t
t h e O'dell Bible C a m p n e a r Lakeville, Ohio,
J u l y 29-31.
S p e a k e r s will include Bishop E. J. Swalm
of D u n t r o o n, Ontario, and J a c o b G. K u h n s
of N a p p a n e e , Indiana.
To reach O'dell Bible C a m p follow r o u t e
3 to t h e intersection of 3 a n d 179. T h e n follow 179 south to Lakeville. Signs will direct
from Lakeville to t h e c a m p .
OLD-TIME HARVEST

MEETING

A b a r n H a r v e s t Meetin g and b a r n W o r ship Service will be held on t h e f a r m of Bro.
J o s e p h Ginder, about one and one-half miles
n o r t h of Mastersonville, Pa., on S a t u r d a y
and Sunday, A u g u s t 27-28, a t 1:30 P.M. and
7:00 P.M. Services on S u n d a y will begin a t
10:30 A.M.
Come and w o r s h ip w i t h us.
A WORD OF APPRECIATION
We wish to extend to all o u r friends our
h e a r t felt t h a n k s and appreciation for your
p r a y e r s , card s and l e t t e r s of i n t e r e s t d u r i n g
m y recent- illness, and p r a y God's richest
blessing upon each and e v e r y one.
Sister Mae Charlto n
Stevensville, Ontario
STOWE MISSION CHURCH

The c o n g r e g a t i o n h e r e a t Stowe h a s done
a splendid piece of work d u r i n g our church
building p r o g r a m , really beyond our expectation. In fact we a r e continuing to t a k e
r e g u l a r offerings, etc. for t h e completion of
CHAPMAN—Bro. and Sr. Elwood Chapman t h e t a s k .
are the happy parents of a son, Larry Elwood, '
I m m e d i a t e l y a f t e r t h e dedication of t h e
born June 6, at the Tillsonburg, Ontario, hoschurch M a y 1, t h e Lord saw fit to give us
pital.
a n o t h e r s t i r r i n g revival a n d " m e l t i n g t o ENGIiE—A son, Melvln Roy, came to bless
the home of Bro. and Sr. Irwin Engle, Mariet- g e t h e r . " Two w e r e t a k e n into church fellowship l a s t S u n d ay w i t h Bishop H e n r y A.
ta, Pa., on April 22.
Ginder w i t h us and officiating. The S a t u r HILS3.EE—Bro. and Sr. Paul Hilsher, Eliz- day n i g h t before, J u l y 2, Sr. B o s s e r t w a s
abethtown, Pa., are the happy parents of a
w i t h us a n d g a v e h e r Vision of H e a v e n and
son, John Paul, born on May 8.
a n a l t a r service followed w i t h tw o a t an
HOFFMAN—Bro. and Sr. Clair Hoffman, Mt. a l t a r of p r a y e r for s a v i n g g r a c e .
Joy, Pa., announce the birth of a daughter on
A s for t h e S u n d a y School, it is still on
April 26.
t h e increase. L a s t S u n d a y a few new m e m HEISE—A son, Larry Edward, came to bless
the home of Bro. and Sr. Edgar Heise of Rose- bers w e r e p r e s e n t and a t o t a l a t t e n d a n c e of
bank congregation, Waterloo District, on March 74. A f e w in our g r o u p feel it t h e i r calling to " g o out after t h e m and b r i n g t h e m
31.
in." And their efforts a r e being felt a s new
GARIS—Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Garis of the ones continue t o come in.
Silverdale congregation announce the birth of
Merle Lane, on April 27.
W i t h all this splendid cooperation h e r e it
still seemed n e c e s s a r y , in consultation w i t h
SEELLEY—A son, Robert Laverne, came to t h e Hom e Mission Board, to p r e s e n t t h e folbless the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shelley
lowing need t o our r e a d e r s .
of Hatfield, Pa., on June 28.
A s you r e a d a recent issue of the Visitor
BRANDT — Born to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred you noticed t h a t we need a t o t a l s u m of
Brandt of Lebanon, Pa., a daughter, Carol
$7000.00 to cover all costs of our church
Louise, on June 3.
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building. Additional funds will be needed
for i t e m s such a s S u n d a y School room doors,
benches, a n d some finishing w o r k in t h e
b a s e m e n t t o m a k e it m o r e s a n i t a r y .
In keeping w i t h t h e s u g g e s t i o n of t h e
Home Mission Board, we, t h e T r u s t e e Board,
a r e inviting your a s s i s t a n ce in a special eff o r t t o r a i s e sufficient funds t o first cover
all p r e s e n t expenses a n d finish t h e w o r k a s
mentioned above. A n y and all donations will
be much appreciate d and acknowledged.
Send all donations either to Lloyd Stauffer,
Douglasville, P a . ( T r e a s . Bldg. Comm.) or
H. M. W o l g e m u t h , Stowe, P a . ( P a s t o r )
Harold Wolgemuth
H a r v e y L. B u c k w a l t er
H e n r y A. Ginder
T r u s t e e Board
BRETHREN IN CHRIST H O L I N E S S
CAMP MEETING
to be held at the Roxbury Camp,
Roxbury, Pennsylvania
August 6-14, 1949
Evangelist
H . A. Ginder
Manheim, Pa.
Song L e a d er
P . W . McBeth
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Other Speakers:
Eld. Donald H e r r , N a p p a n e e , I n d i a n a
Eld. H. W. Landis , Des Moines, I o w a
Eld. H a r r y Hock, Detroit , Michigan
Eld. E . J . Rohrer , W e s t Milton, Ohio
Bishop J . L. M y e r s , Greencastle, Pa.
Eld. Monroe D o u r t e , Manheim , P a .
Eld. C. H . Moyer, E l i z a b e t h t o w n , P a .
Eld. William R o s e n b e r r y , Philadelphia, P a .
E v a n g e l i s t i c m e e t i n g s each nigh't a t 7:30,
A u g u s t 6 t o 14.
Children's M e e t i n g s daily A.M. a n d P.M.
P r a y e r Assembly a n d Intercession each
e v e n i n g ' a t 6:15.
L o d g i n g a n d m e a l s on t h e free will offering plan. I t is i m p e r a t i v e t h a t y ou b r i n g
your bed linen and b l a n k e t s if possible t o
do so.
W e a r e p l a n n i n g to m e e t t h e Blue Ridge
Bus t h a t a r r i v e s i n S h i p p e n s b u r g a t 8:30
A.M., E a s t e r n S t a n d a r d Time.
I n case of a n o t h e r t i m e , telephone Shipp e n s b u r g 916-R-13.
Saturday
Sermon
H . W. Landis
Sermon
•'•
E. J. Rohrer
H a r v e s t T i m e in C a n a a n
Donald H e e r
Sunday
S u n d a y School Lesson t a u g h t by J . L. M y e r s t
Sermon
H . A. G i n d e r '
Sermon
E. J. Rohrer
Views from t h e W a t c h Tower ..Donald H e e r
Monday
The L a i t y a n d Soul Burden .... H a r r y D. Beck
Sermon
H . W. Landis
Victory in t h e Valley
Donald H e e r
Tuesday
Camp Days and Jesus
Monroe Dourte
Sermon
Elwood Flewelling
'Fading S t a r s
William R o s e n b e r r y
Double Cure
Donald H e e r
Wednesday
Missionary Day
F o r e i g n Mission P r o g r a m
H o m e Mission P r o g r a m
Thursday
Bridehood S a i n t s
P . W. McBeth
The M a n t l e of P o w e r
C. H . Moyer
Sermon
as t h e Lord Provides
What Lack I Yet?
Donald Heer
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1916, where she resided until her death. To
Friday
this marriage ten children were born; three
Sermon
H. W. Landis died in infancy, a daughter Ruth was taken
Victory at Nebo
Donald Heer by the influenza epidemic of 1918, and six sons
survive her. Five sons, John E., Hoffman E.,
Afternoon Healing Session
, Daniel J., B. Howard and Paul E. reside in
Upland and were at the bedside at the time of
Testimonies
her passing. The sixth son, Charles E., is in
The Effectual Fervent Prayer ....Harry Hock India in the service of the Brethren in Christ
Mission a t Saharsa.
Saturday
She departed this life, June 30, at the adYoung People's Day
vanced age of 90 years, 10 months and 2 days.
She
leaves to follow her a devoted husband;
Sermon
as the Lord provides six sons;
three brothers, David S., H a r r y S.,
Visibility Unlimited
Donald Heer of Abilene, Kansas, and J. Alvin of Talmage,
Price of Sin
Harry Hock Kansas; twenty-three grandchildren and twenty
Song Period
P. W. McBeth great grandchildren.
She lived a useful life in the home, in the
Living Well
H. A. Ginder church
and for her God. The more than seventy
years
of happy married life stand as a monuSunday
ment to that sacred institution and to its imSunday School Lesson taught by
portance to true Christian homes.
services were held in the Brethren
E. H. Wenger in Funeral
Christ Church, Upland, California, on July
Sermon
H. A. Ginder 2. Eld. Riall D. Stump, Eld. C. R. Heisey and
Sermon
as the Lord provides Bishop Jesse F. Lady officiated.
Reservations in Advance
Donald Heer
MOORE—Daniel M. Moore died Friday night,
June 3, at his home at Newtown, Pa., after a
two-weeks' illness. He was aged 71 years.
He is survived by his wife, the former Kate
Rhoads, and these brothers and sisters: Harry
and Dewey Hornafius and Mrs. Marjorie Rahm,
all of Mt. Joy, Pa.
The funeral services were held in the United
HTTFF—George R. Huff, youngest son of Mr. Brethren Evangelical Church at Newton on
Tuesday
afternoon, June 7, with Bishop C. N.
and Mrs. Herman Huff, was born March 20,
1867, in Grand Kapids, Michigan. He died May Hostetter, Sr., officiating. Interment took place
in
the
Newton
Cemetery.
22, at Pasadena, California.
He came to California in 1908. He was never
STOOPS—On June 23 brief funeral services
married and is survived by one brother Charles
M. Huff of Altedena, nieces, nephews and many- were held at the Air Hill Cemetery for the
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stoops
friends.
of Waynesboro, Pa. Bishop Charlie Byers was
He accepted the Lord as his Saviour about in charge of the service.
four years ago and united with the Brethren in
Christ Churcn which he has faithfully attended when physically able.
Bro. Huff was one of a family of nine children and always loved little ones. He would
always pause to say a kind word or to give Revival—When Do W e Need It?
a tender pat on the head. He will be missed
by the children in our congregation as well as
the adult members, also the family and friends.
It is very evident that we need a revival:
Rev. John Kaser officiated.
When it is easier to stay at home from
HARMON—Edna Mae Harmon, daughter of
the late Elam and Anna Harmon, was born church than to go.
February 25, 1896, near Hamlin, Kansas. She
departed this life July 10 at Upland, California,
When it is easier to go to our place of
aged 53 years, 4 months and 14 days. She is
survived by one brother, Harry S. Harmon of work than to the house of God.
Topeka, Kansas; a nephew, Wendell Harmon,
Upland; a niece, Mrs. Rosemary Thomas, ManWhen it is easier to be critical than kind.
hattan, Kansas, and three grandnephews.
At the age of 10 years her parents moved to
When it is easier to be late to church
Ramona, Kansas. When 13 she received a
definite experience of conversion and united than on time.
with the Brethren in Christ Church, remaining' loyal and faithful until death.
When it is easier to read fiction than the
The Harmon family moved to Upland, California, in 1925. A year later Edna's sister Mary Bible.
passed away. It was in 1936 that the father
When it is easier to shirk God-given resuddenly was taken. Mother Harmon was taken
in 1940, leaving Edna to live alone for the past sponsibility than to do it.
nine years.
Her chief concern was to live pleasing to
When it is easier to support the club
her Lord. Her life centered around the Church
and Missionary activities. As a lover of Mis- than the church.
sions, she gladly gave of her means, sharing
When it is easier to sleep in church than
in a large way her estate. Beulah College also
was held in high esteem resulting in bequests to stay awake.
of significance. Her friendliness and cheerful
disposition won her many friends.
When it is easier to grumble than to
Among her personal papers was found the
following written February 15, 1948. "In the praise.
event of my death, I do want my friends to
When it is easier to gossip than to witknow that I go gladly, trusting in the atoning
blood of my precious Saviour to present me ness.
spotless before the throne, and in the hope
that by my death I may accomplish more for
When it is easier to condemn souls than
Christ and the Church than I have been able
to do during my life."
to pray for their salvation.
Funeral services were held at Upland BrethWhen it is easier to sit in the back seats
ren in Christ Church, Tuesday, July 12, a t
11:00 A.M. Officiating ministers, Eld. R. D. of the church than in the front ones.
Stump, Bishop J. F. Lady and Eld. Alvin Burkholder. The remains were sent to Abilene,
When it is easier to hold grudges than
Kansas, for burial. Services were held a t the
Abilene Brethren in Christ Church, Thursday, to forgive.
July 14. The officiating ministers were Eld.
George Whisler and Bishop R. I. Witter.
When it is easier to be worldly than holy.

Obituaries

ENGLE—Susan Shelley Engle, daughter of
Martha and John M. Engle, was born near Mt.
Joy, Pennsylvania, August 28, 1858. At the age
of seventeen years she gave her heart to the
Lord and the following year accepted membership in the Brethren in Christ Church, to which
she was devoted to the last.
In 1878, she was united in marriage to Benjamin F. Engle. They moved to Kansas in 1884
and then again moved to Upland, California, in

When it is easier to withhold our tithes
and offerings than to pay them.

"Remember that we have no more faith
at any time than we have in the hour of
trial."—C. H. Spurgeon.
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With the Church
On the Foreign Field
Observations While on
Rest Leave
Concord Missionary Home
Durban, Natal
June 27, 1949
My Dear Home Friends:
Greeting you in the dear name of Jesus,
who is becoming more precious to me each
day. While I am writing this article I am
here in South Africa for my three-month
rest. The time has come for me to write, so
this time I thought I would give you a different picture of a missionary's life. I want
to give you some of my experiences while
here at Capetown and Durban.
First of all I want to thank the Lord for
this wonderful refreshing time He is giving
me. So many times my soul has been lifted
up to higher heights and deeper depths in
Him. It is hard to express in words what
this rest is doing for me. By God's help I
want to make use of all He has given me
when I return to my work.
I want to tell you of some of the places
we have the privilege to be at while we are
away. The first place I was at was the
Andrew Murray Missionary Home in Capetown. I am sure most of you have heard
about Andrew Murray, that great man of
God, who started this Home for missionaries. I am not sure how long this place has
been started but I saw in the guest book
the names of some of our first missionaries.
This Home is set aside and gives first place
to missionaries. We meet with missionaries
from all parts of Africa, some that may have
just arrived from the homeland, then some
that are on their way to their homeland.
Then others are here for a rest from their
work. It is a good place to get acquainted
with missionaries and to learn to know about
their work and problems. It is so good to be
with all these Christian people and we have
mutual fellowship with most of them. Some
will be friends for life time. I am thinking
of one good friend I met eleven years ago,
had not seen her for all these years but kept
up a correspondence with her. She was at
Capetown and I saw her again. We hardly
recognized each other but it did not take
long till we were busy talking about each
others work and how the Lord had kept us
these years. Many times we learn to know
people through them knowing some of our
other missionaries. Just a few weeks ago I
met a missionary who told me after speaking to her a while that one of their missionaries had some of her training at Ontario Bible School. The time they had such
a wonderful revival at school this girl had
quite an experience in her life. She told this
older missionary about it.
One evening when I was sitting in the
lounge of the home, Mr. Watts, a man that
lives near the home, was there and he started to talk to me. He asked me if I knew
Miss Annie Winger and Miss Sadie Book.
He said when they first came to the home
they.always invited them over to their home.
He spoke very well of our former missionaries he had known. One thing he said I
want to pass on in memory of Brother Steigerwald. He said he was a wonderful man
of God and that he never met anyone who

reminded him so of Christ as he did. He
said you could see and feel the righteousness
of Christ shining out through his life.
I suppose some of you have heard about
the great revivals that are spreading over
East and Central Africa, Kenya, Tanganyika
and many other places. We heard the Mennonite missions also had a touch of them. I
met a man at the home that came right from
the place where the revivals are and he told
us the many experiences he had in working
with them. He was always ready to speak
about and tell of how wonderful God's Spirit was working. He said the way the revival
started was seventeen years ago one missionary and one African had courage to confess to one another that, though both professing Christians, they were not satisfied
and were hungry for more victory in their
lives. Today it is spreading to other parts
of Africa. In morning prayers he many
times would take charge and his little messages would be so practical and would fit
every ones need for the day. It seems every
where he left a wonderful testimony and
put a desire in our hearts to pray more for
the revival that each one of our own mission
stations need. Our prayer is "bring Revival
and begin it in me." I believe the Lord does
have a revival for us if we are willing to
pay the price. Will the church at home
band themselves together in prayer that we
also will have a great outpouring of the
Holy Spirit in our work here in Africa. Souls
need to be revived and be filled with the
Holy Spirit anew so the work can go forward. There are some papers printed from
England telling about the revivals and also
how we can have one in our midst. I am
sending one to be printed in the Visitor,
called "Victorious Praying." I wish I could
give you more of the papers, they all are so
good. This man told us how we must humble ourselves and we must be dead to self
and self attitudes. The self life must be
crucified each day and self must be in the
back ground. We must be as worms ready
to be squashed or tramped upon. I want to
give you part of what I read. In a pathetic
passage in a prophetic Psalm, He says, "I
am a worm, and no man." Our friends from
Africa told us that there is a big difference
between a snake and a worm. When you
attempt to strike at a snake, it rears itself
up and hisses, a true picture of self. But a
worm offers no resistance, it allows you to
do what you like with it, kick it or squash
it under your heel—a picture of the one
without rights. And Jesus was willing to
become just that 'for us—a worm and no
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A praying church at home a conquering church abroad. Nothing so
much encourages the missionary as
the knowledge that those at home are
bearing him up on the wings of their
prayers. James Gilmour said, "Unprayed for, I feel like a diver at the
bottom of the river with no air to
breathe; or like the fireman with an
empty hose in a burning building."
—W. F. Richardson.
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man. And He did so, because that is what
He saw us to be, worms having forfeited all
rights by our sin, except to deserve hell.
And He now calls us to identify ourselves
with Him and take our rightful place as
worms for Him.
I only spent about two and a half weeks
at Capetown, then I took a four day trip by
boat to Durban. At this sea coast city we
have another very good missionary home.
This was started thirty-five years ago by
two women who saw the need of a rest home
for tired and weary missionaries. One of
the founders writes of the "privilege which
an angel might covet to prepare for the
Lord a lodging in this seaport town where
He so often passes—in the person of His
messengers. Some times He comes with very
weary feet and with more wearied brain.
Sometimes He is worn with fever. Sometimes perils, perplexities, hardships, disappointment, homesickness, and well n i g h
heartbreak have befallen the servant in
whom He lives and suffers. Would it not be
a privilege to welcome Him in, to give Him
water for His feet, a pillow for His head,
and love and priceless sympathy for His
fellow-servants who, too, have suffered?"
I have been enjoying my stay here very
much, the married couple that have charge
of this place now are real saints of God
and try to do all they can to make you feel
at home. I enjoy their morning prayers so
much. We go away with a message in each
one of our hearts fori the day.
I met a dear soul here, a converted Jewish
woman. She is about seventy-five years old.
I have had a number of good times of prayer with her. She is a missionary to her own
people. She is not able to get out very much
but she spends a lot of her time in prayer
and writing to people, also sends out Testaments to the Jews. Her daily prayer is that
a revival will come in our midst. I was surprised to hear how many Jews are in Africa.
One day I went along with another missionary to visit a native hospital; I believe it is
the largest one in Natal. I was very much
interested to see all the native girls as
nurses. They were going about their work
and seemed very well able to carry on the
work they were to do.
They are having revival meetings here in
a large hall in Durban for European people.
Some of us have been attending them. It is
so good to listen and help to sing these English songs. They have some choruses from
the States that they sing some times. You
would be surprised to see the large crowds
of European people coming to these services..
I believe the hall would easily hold five hundred or more.
When I leave here I expect to go to Pretoria for a few weeks, then to Southern Rhodesia to see some of the co-workers; then
my time will be up to get back to my work
again. About a week after I get back we
will have our conference. The desire of our
hearts is that we will have a gracious outpouring of the Holy Spirit in our conference. The Lord knows our needs and I believe He will give us this if we humble our
selves and not let self interest hinder God's
Spirit working in us. I need your prayers as
I go back to my work. I want to make use
of all these good things I have gained in
my soul and help to push the work on in
winning many souls to Christ in these last
days. The challenge has come to me many
times since I am here, that we need to keep
working and watching and to be ready for
Christ's coming, because I believe His coming is near. I want to be found faithful.
In glad service for Him,
Verda Moyer

X
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With the Church
In The Homeland
Maytown, Pa.
Bishop Henry N. Hostetter, a member of
the Deputation, was with us on Sunday,
April 24, and spoke in our evening services
on his trip to the mission fields of Africa and
India. We appreciated and enjoyed his report of the work in the foreign field and
pray God's blessing upon the work and
workers as they labor in His name.
On May 8 the Ladies Chorus of Messiah
College rendered a program of sacred music
which was enjoyed very much.
We were privileged to have Albert Galle,
a German exchange student who was attending Messiah College, with us in our Young
People's Service on May 22. He spoke on
the subject "Youth in Germany." After listening to him we were again made to realize
how fortunate we are to live in America.
May this challenge help us to be sincerely
thankful and to live more earnestly for our
Lord. How we need to pray for the German
youth, as well as those of the other countries, whose lives have been marred by war
and its effects.
In our evening services on June 19 we
enjoyed having Bro. and Sr. Lynn Nicholson
of New Mexico with us. Bro. Nicholson gave
some interesting accounts of his work among
the Navajo Indians and Sr. Nicholson spoke
in the children's service which is held in the
basement.
For some months we had been hearing of
plans to remodel our basement to provide
more Sunday School classrooms and other
conveniences. This spring the work was begun and now is about completed. We appreciate- our new basement and its facilities
very much.
We want to thank the Lord for His blessing upon the work here at Maytown. Our
Sunday School has been growing and at
present the enrollment is over one hundred.
As a rule our services are well attended and
we appreciate the interest and effort of each
member.
We desire an interest in your prayers that
the work here may continue to the glory
of God and the salvation of souls.
Chambersburg, Pa.
We thank God for His blessing and guidance in the work of our sixth annual Vacation Bible School which convened from June
6 to June 17, with Sr. Bertha Beltz as superintendent.
A bus was engaged to convey a large
number of boys and girls to the school each
evening and many of our teachers came with
their cars filled to capacity. Our enrollment
reached 302 and the average attendance was
250. Recognition for perfect attendance was
given to 150.
•A project for Home Missions was sponsored bv Bible School offerings w h i c h
amounted to $142.35. These offerings were
sent to help in the work at Allisoma, Va.,
which is supervised by Bro. and Sr. Paul
Wolgemuth.
In our decision service a large number of
boys and girls manifested a desire to be
Christians. One knelt at the altar for special
prayer. We praise God for the privilege of
reaching these boys and girls with the Gospel story. We trust that the lessons of Bible truth which were given may have been
so indelibly imprinted upon their hearts that
it will cause these children to become true
followers of the Lord Jesus Christ.
N. J. Burkholder
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bless them in their labours and pioneer
work.
Our Spring Love Feast was held June 1819 with Elders John Nigh and Roy Nigh as
Visiting ministers. On Sunday our Bible
Conference was enjoyed by all present. The
guest speakers were Bishop E. J. Swalm,
Elder Roy Nigh and Elder Roy Sider from
Sherkston.

Grantham, Pa.
May 22. After a sermon by our pastor,
Bro. Albert Engle, the following individuals
were received into church fellowship by our
Bishop, Bro. C. N. Hostetter, Jr.: Marlin,
Verna, Velma Nester, Thomas Richendollar,
Kathyrn Climenhaga and Mrs. Joseph Smith. Christian Union, Garrett, Indiana
A baptismal service was held under the diOur first revival of 1949 was singularly
rection of our Bishop immediately follow- marked and blessed of God in the deep spiring. May God bless them as they continue itual awakening of the church itself. Bishop
to walk with their God.
Henry Schneider served as evangelist, and
June 26. A dedication service was held by his warm presentation of the love of Christ
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr. for little Linda shall never be forgotten.
Minter and Prdcilla Renard. May God bless
Following our Spring Love Feast we were
these little ones with health and a desire to happy to receive into Church fellowship Bro.
do His will.
Sam Cook and the entire family of our pasJune 20 to July 1. The Grantham Summer tor and w i f e : Evangeline, Miriam and
Bible School has just passed with 176 as the Everett Nissly. May God keep them true to
the Church of their choice.
average attendance. Our superintendent was Him and
NOWT we are about to begin our second
Mrs. Albert Brechbill. Children were gathers
ed by bus from Rana Villa, Shepherdstown Vacation Bible School. We are anticipating
and Bowmansdale. A splendid interest was a worthwhile time in the things of the Lord.
We were privileged to enjoy the ministry
shown and the teachers felt rewarded for
their efforts. The theme of the school was of Bro. Carl Smith, director of Inter-Church
"Others" and the theme verse was Ephesians Prison Evangelistic Association, Inc. for one
4:32. Mrs. Carlton Wittlinger did a very nice Sunday.
Bro. and Sr. Earl Brechbill spent one Sunpiece of work in leading the singing. The
offerings totaled $135 which will be used to day in our midst and through their messages
we have a new appreciation for their work
pack Christmas bundles for Europe.
July 10. At this time we are looking for- at North Star Mission.
ward to a community tent meeting by Bro. Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
John Rosenberry on the Center Square Hill.
June S. Three carloads from our district
Brothers Daniel Hoover and Edward Hackman are holding tent meetings at Rossville started for General Conference. The weather
community, using the Missionary Circle tent. was ideal for traveling. The Lord's hand of
God has been blessing them there and the protection was over them and all returned
prayer of the saints is that in both of these safely.
June 12. Eld. Charles Heister from Mattent meetings God's kingdom will be intawana preached for us.
creased.
June 19. We were again made to rejoice
Esther Hoover
when three new members were added to our
little group. One was received by the right
Rosebank, Ontario
of fellowship and two by baptism. They
Sunday morning, February 18, our con- hand
Bro. and Sr. Wilbur Benner and Sister
gregation witnessed a beautiful scene when were
Walton, wife of Bro. George Walton. He
the daughter of Bro. and Sr. Earle Erb was has
been a faithful member at Cedar Grove
publicly dedicated to the Lord.
for about 10 years. We are glad that they
On April 11 our local council meeting was can
now go together in serving the Lord.
held with Bishop E. J. Swalm in charge. Our Brother
Benner was formerly a member of
congregation voted to elect a minister from the Brethren
Church. We are confident that
our home church. This was done April 30 this young couple
be a help in the
and resulted in the election of Brother Ray church work at thiswill
place. This afternoon
Sider. We pray that the Lord may bless him our new tent was dedicated.
It has been
in his new work.
pitched for the first meeting at Berrysburg.
Our council also gave the young people
June 20. Summer Bible School opened this
the privilege of organizing a programme in
evening for the fourth consecutive year. This
which we do work for relief.
To begin our programme the young people is again made possible through the united
took an offering with which we bought one efforts of the Brethren and Brethren in
hundred and forty pairs-of shoes and forty Christ Churches of Free Spring and Cedar
pairs of stockings which were later sent to Grove. There were 166 present at the opening.
Europe.
June 26. Bro. and Sr. Milton Wingert were
April 17 we had as guest speaker Bro.
with us in service. In the afternoon the
Sheldon Wilson from Howick.
Our revival meetings were held May 1 to State Sunday School Board and our official
15 with Bishop Jacob T. Ginder as evange- board met to arrange for State Sunday
list. His inspiring messages were enjoyed School meeting to be held at our tent meetby all. Some children were saved and others ing July 24. Our tent meeting is scheduled
for opening July 9. Will you pray that
renewed their covenant with the Lord.
May 8 the Ladies Chorus from Ontario souls may be really born again.
Ella M. Lauver
Bible School gave us a musical programme
under the direction of Miss Stern.
May 12 Elder and Sr. W. O. Winger spoke Hollowell, Waynesboro, Pa.
The two weeks of Vacation Bible School
to us about the need of workers in Africa.
On May 22 Bishop Edward Gilmore, rep- at the Hollowell Church ended with a proresentative of the Home Mission Board, was gram Friday evening, July 1. On Saturday
with us, and he brought with him Bro. and afternoon there was a picnic for all those
Sr. Earl Brechbill from North Star Mission, who had attended. Our enrollment was
Meath Park, Sask., as speakers for the eve- four hundred and forty-one with an average
ning. They told us of conditions in the West attendance of three hundred and fifty. We
and there are many hungry souls in that are very thankful for the privilege of teachplace who need the Gospel as well as in ing the Bible to such a large group of chilmore thickly populated areas. May God
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Sponsorship of Protestant DP's Lagging
By request we herewith publish
that deals with the DP problem,
Catholics have done better here
Protestants.
This represents a
mission work.

an article stituency c o u l d provide assurances for
/lews and many more.
than the
The MCC Executive Committee approved
phase of contacting Church World Service to determine whether interested Mennonites could
receive non-Mennonite Protestant DP's in
ITH THE arrival of the transport "Gen- the absence of sufficient Mennonite families.
eral Howze" in New York City on Mr. Roland Elliott, Director of the DP DeJuly 3. the number of displaced persons partment of Church World Service, was
who entered the United States under the glad to extend Church World Service co"Displaced Persons Act of 1948" is ap- operation, and the Displaced Persons Comproximately 38,000. The total number that mission in Washington also offered encourmay enter under the Act is 200,000. A dis- agement as it is generally recognized that
placed person must have assurance that Protestant DP immigration is much too
housing and employment await him before low. A trial group of 25 non-Mennonite
the authorities arrange departure from families will be brought to the United
Europe. Assurances have been flowing into States to fill assurances given by Mennonite
the office of the Displaced Persons Commis- folk willing to take either Mennonite or
sion, Washington, D. C , in ever-increasing non-Mennonites. MCC r e p r e s e n tatives
number; it is estimated that by August the abroad will make selection of the nonentire 200,000 possible admissions w i l l Mennonites. MCC representatives abroad
have assurances provided. The Protestant will make selection of the non-Mennonite
churches of the United States have lagged families keeping in mind that:
far behind the better organized Catholic
1. The DP's selected will be Protestant;
and Jewish D P agencies, and there is rea2. They should have resettlment possison to believe that many fully qualified
bilities and should be interested in permaProtestants will remain behind because the
nent settlement in the area of the sponsors;
Protestant people in America have not proand
vided employment and housing assurances.

W

Church.. World Service is the principal
Protestant agency recognized by the Displaced Persons Commission and has many
more eligible DP's than housing and employment assurances. MCC is also recognized by the Commission, and thus far has
brought 15 Mennonite families into this
country. Another group of 18 families is
ready to sail as soon as several technicalities can be cleared with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service. The Mennonite
families that have entered are settling nicely into the Mennonite communities that
have received them and are appreciative of
the "hand of love" that was extended by
American Mennonites.
Many who have been close to the total
DP problem have regretted that our migration and resettlement endeavors had to be
confined to Mennonite DP's because there
were over 13.000 and also because our
financial resources did not seem adequate
to help more than these Menrfonites whom
we consider our first responsibility. Now
that over 5.000 of our Mennonites have
been moved to South America and a similar number of close relatives to Canada,
we have approximately 3,000 eligible DP's
left in Occupied Germany. Most of these
will -go to Canada under the Canadian
Government's kind offer to receive non-relatives. A comparatively small number will
desire to enter the United States whereas
the interest latent in the Mennonite con-
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"El Shaddai"
The God who is enough—Genesis

17:1

"The God who is enough." Oh, dost thou
know this Friend?
The One who ever lives and loves thee
without end.
"Enough" in hours of pain when sickness
lays thee low,
When anguish fills thy heart and sorrow's
tears o'er flow;
"Enough" for every want—He every need
will meet
From, out His wondrous store of love, free
and complete.
"Enough" when tempted sore by Satan's
hosts so dread,
The God who is "enough" o'er all thy foes
shall tread;
"Enough" in Jiours of joy to keep thy spirit
true,
When m.<my are the friends, or whether
they be few.
"Enough" in lonely hours when all around
is dark;
"Enough," thy God will be thy ever-present
ark;
"Enough" in life's fair morn, "enough" at
close of day,
"Enough" in life or death—"enough,"
thy
God alway.
—Selected.
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3. They should have a definite church
interest that can be served by their nonMennonite or Mennonite churches in their
cqrnmunities.
The ocean transporation for the DP's is
borne by the International Refugee Organization. Sponsors must pay only for the inland rail transportation and this may be
reimbursed by the immigrant family from
earnings.
Churches or individuals who wish to consider offering housing and employment assurances for non-Mennonite people are invited to write the Aid Section of MCC.
Akron, Pennsylvania, for forms on which
their interest may be indicated. It is not
necessary to furnish the usual "affidavit of
support" customary in quota immigration
because the DP Act requires only the "assurance" of employment and h o u s i n g .
Akron will try to comply with any specific
reasonable requests that are made regarding the type of family desired. Those who
have already provided assurances for Mennonite families may also write whether they
are willing to take non-Mennonites.
One of the portions of scripture that has
become especially meaningful to us in our
relief and refugee work is Matthew 25. We
see the righteous asking the King, "When
saw we thee a stranger and took thee in?
or naked, and clothed t h e e ? " And then
we see the King answering, "Verily I say
unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these my brethren, ye
have done it unto me." May all who feel
led to participate in this wider service to
DP's feel the reward that comes from helping our fellowmen "In the Name of Christ."

Why I Believe the Brethren in
Christ Type of Prayer-Veiling
Is Fitting
Jesse F. Lady
"Judge in yourselves:
is it comely (or
fitting) that a woman pray unto God uncovered." (I Cor. 11:13).
1. It answers the Biblical teaching on this
subject, if made according to the accepted pattern of the church.
2. The white covering worn by godly sisters is symbolical of the life of purity
and holiness.
3. It is a definite mark of separation from
the world. "If any man love the world
the love of the Father is not in him."
4. It is consistent and non-distractive for
devotional use.
5. It is so made that it can easily be worn
at all times.
6. It solves and settles the ever-changing
head wear problem.
7. It is a safe guard against temptation
that often comes to those arrayed in
fashionable apparel.
8. It encourages the idea of all the sisters being on the same level.
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9. It recognizes woman's proper position
in the church under grace. It shows
woman's recognition of man's position
as social head of the race which is supported by divine order of creation—
God, Christ, man, woman. (I Cor.
11:3, 7, 8, 9.)
10. The covering with the proper accompanying bonnet and garments gives
our sisters protection from an ungodly
society.
11. It affords a silent outward testimony
to the world, which the world has a
right to expect from those professing
godliness.
12. It will give opportunity to witness for
Christ concerning salvation as revealed in His Word to those who inquire.
—Upland, California.

1 •» «

Homeland
(Continued from page twelve)
dren. The last Thursday of the school we
gave the children an invitation to accept
Christ as their personal Savior. A large
number of children and one adult stayed for
prayer.
One large truck and a bus were used to
bring the children as well as several smaller trucks and individual cars. Although it
takes a lot of hard work to make such a
large Bible School successful, all of the
teachers felt that it was an excellent way
to teach the Word of God.
Mrs. Harold E. Zercher
Blandburg Mission, Pa.
We greet you all with Proverbs 10:22.
"The. blessing of the Lord, it maketh rich
and addeth no sorrow with it." Truly the
blessing of the Lord has been rich to our
souls this past quarter. We praise God for
His Hand over us and the work here at
Blandburg Mission. Since our last report the
Lord has been meeting with us in our services in a wonderful way. One outstanding
service was Easter Sunday night when Sr.
Fred Bossert, Fenwick, Ontario, Canada,
came to give us her vision of "Heaven." Our
Mission was so filled to capacity making it
necessary to place chairs in the aisle and
around the platform. At the close of the
service five souls knelt at an altar of prayer.
Our regular services have been well attended and some have been raising their
hands for prayer. Pray that God will save
them and lead them into the glorious liberty
of the Gospel.
We are planning a tent meeting with
Bishop Jacob T. Ginder which will start
July 3 Join with us in prayer that the Lord
will use Brother Ginder to so hurl forth
the gospel that sinners will repent and find
God.
An outside cellar way is being built and
with a coat of paint and a new church sign
our Mission has been greatly improved.
Mary and Andrew McNiven
Souderton-Silverdale, Pa.
On June 17 to 19 we enjoyed a Conference
on Bible Doctrine. Bishop Ray Witter of
Kansas was our guest speaker throughout
the conference. His messages were inspirational and instructive.
Our' summer Bible School convened on
June 20 for a two-week session. Average attendance for the ten evenings was 73. Missionary offering of sixty dollars was sent
to India for use among the Santals.
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Food For Thought
Would you like to know what an exMichigan farm boy has to say about the
difference between a boss and a leader?
This boy is now the proprietor of the
famous Selfridge's in London.
One day he called the department heads
of his store together to discuss the qualities
of leadership. He gave them a leaflet he
had written on the subject. This leaflet is
so succinct, so to the point, that it has been
copied a thousand times. Men have carried
it in their pockets until it has become wrinkled, torn and ragged—for it contains the
very hub of successful leadership.
The boss drives his men — the leader
coaches them.
The boss depends on authority — the
leader on good will.
The boss inspires fear—the leader inspires enthusiasm.
The boss says "I"—the leader says "we."
The boss says, "Get here on time"—the
leader gets there ahead of time.
The boss fixes the blame for the breakdown—the leader fixes the breakdown.
The boss knows how it is done—the leader shows how.
The boss makes work a drudgery—the
leader makes work a game.
The boss says. "Go!"—the leader says
"Let's go!"—Publisher Unknown.

Youth
(Continued from page five)
All these persons had ambition, t h e
goals they set themselves made the difference. The quality and value of ambition
lie in its motives and its goals. If it is self
centered, as that of the singer, then certainly, even if attained, it will turn to dust
and ashes. A life" without ambition never
arrives, a holy ambition may make a life a
glorious achievement. Therefore with all
your getting, get ambition, but remember,
young man and maiden, that for your ambition you must give account before God.

Youth and Heroes
Ruth E. Brauen

ONIGHT WE ARE studying "The Bible and
Youth's Desires and Needs." My topic
concerns youth's tendency to set up heroes
who are respected and admired for what
they are or for what they have done.
Everyone loves a hero, which is evidence
that the germ of a potential hero is enfolded within everyone of us, so let us consider the part heroes play in our lives.
Heroes play an important part in the lives
of young people today. What young person doesn't set up some great person who
The Cedar Snrings Male Quartette gave has made an outstanding contribution to
a program on Sunday evening, Julv 10. We society, as his ideal. The fact that today
appreciated the ministry of the Quartette more than ever before sports hold preand the thoughtful message of Bro. Alden
eminence in young people's spare time is
Long.
proof of youth's tendency to set up heroes.
Chestnut Grove, Pa.
Why? Because every game has a winner
Vacation Bible School at Chestnut Grove and that winner is a hero—a hero upon
Sunday School started May 23 and ended
June 3. Chestnut Grove Sunday School is whom to bestow the honors of the day.
located 5 miles northeast of Shippensburg
And then during the last War—World
and is a Brethren in Christ Sunday School. War II — heroes were made every day.
We had an enrollment of 107 in our Bible
School, and averaged 99 each night. Our Those boys who performed outstanding
school is a mountain school in the heart of feats of courage and in some cases died for
the South Mountains. The folk must walk their country were certainly set up as
several miles each Sunday, and they walked .
each night to our Bible School. Our people heroes. Those heroes inspired and chalare hungry to hear the Gospel, and they lenged 'the youth of America.
surely love to come.
I remember seeing in a magazine the picWe had all volunteer teachers for our ture of a boy seated at a table surrounded
School, Sr. Mary Wenger and Sr. Margaret
Lehner were the superintendents. We had by personages who have become famous in
an adult class of 14. The children brought American tradition: George Washington,
their pennies and nickles each night to be Abraham Lincoln. Babe Ruth, Jack Dempused for the building of a church. We need
a church very much, as we are using an old sey and others. It expressed the idea that
school house in which to have Sunday School. the boy's future depended upon the influThis building is not large enough.
ence of those he had selected as his heroes
On Wednesday evening the children gave and who in -his imagination accompanied
their money to be sent to Africa to be used
for a needy cause. The offering was $26. him every moment of the day. Choosing
Wednesday night was decision night for the right kind of a hero goes a long way in
Christ. About twenty children stood. The moulding the character of a boy or girl.
teachers prayed with the children in their What should we seek to admire in heroes?
classes; afterward they gave testimonies
Too often instead of admiring a person for
that they were saved.
We believe God is with us, as our Sunday his fine character we admire him for his
School is growing. In the year 1940 the late accomplishments. We should admire a perEld. William Asper started this work. We son for his ideals, his sincerity, his honesty
now have a Sunday School of 80 enrolled
and 56 average attendance. We ask an in- and his inspiring influence over others and
not merely for his fulfilled ambitions. Our
terest in your prayers for our work.
final judgment of a hero should rest not
Mrs. Glen F. Kane
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Thermometers
Annie
"I could easily use one of those in my
new home," I mused as I stood waiting for
a clerk in a hardware store one day. My
eyes had fallen upon a display placard containing six nice-looking white thermometers
with silver lettering.
Still waiting, I began to gaze at them
more intently and finally I even began to
read the temperature of each one.
To my amazement each one registered a
different number of degrees, varying as
much as ten degrees. My admiration of
them turned to scorn.
Here were six thermometers on the same
card in the same room and no two registered the same. Five of them and probably
all six were liars! Why, I would not have
one of them, no not even as a gift! They
were not dependable, they did not tell the

truth.
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Smith
Since then I have thought of those thermometers many times and I wonder if we
Christians are not a great deal like them.
God's Word is our background and we
are up on display before the world. Do our
inconsistencies, our pride, our jealousies,
our unkind remarks, our worries, our discouragements cause us to register t h e
Christlife incorrectly to those who read no
other Bible except as it is written in the
lives of God's children?
Probably it is no wonder that sinners
often say, "If he's a Christian, I don't want
to be one." Or. "I'm just as good as the
church people."
May Christ dwell in us to such a degree
that our lives may register correctly what
He has done for us and may we be true
thermometer Christians!

upon the glory and power he secures for
It has been said of David that he was a
himself and his people but upon the method man after God's own heart. And in Genesis
he used to secure that power and the di- 30:2 we read: "And the Lord was with
rection in which he led those whom he has Joseph." The secret of Joseph's success is
influenced. Jesus Christ the son of a car- revealed in 'these simple but significant
penter died upon a cross between two words. He never gave up his faith in the
thieves, yet. He gained a greater and more darkest hours. He obeyed God and his
lasting influence over the hearts of men conscience. He was faithful at all times
than all the conquerors in history. He gain- and in all places. On every occasion he
ed this influence not through worldly pow- showed himself discreet and wise. He was
er, but through perfection of character. The not even spoiled by honors and prosperity.
triumph of His struggle is a practical il- He kept close to God and God never failed
lustration of the triumph of spiritual ideals him.
over worldly ideals. Many people who folAnd Enoch another Bible hero. In Genesis
lowed Him in the hopes that He would
5:24 we read: "And Enoch walked with
bring material benefits to them were disilGod." Enoch is one Biblical character
lusioned and forsook Him when He refused
about whom little is said, but what is said
their crown. But others gave up all their
is enough to tell us all that we need to
material possessions and followed Him, so
know. A greater compliment could not be
that He might minister to their needs.
paid any man than to say: "He walked
Therefore, let us remember that heroes are
with God." Those words tell us that Enoch
not always surrounded with earthly abundyielded his life to God and His way and
ance. We should learn to admire the perwalked in the highlands of fellowship and
son himself. The qualities of the people
communion with the Father.
we choose as our heroes become an imAnd then turn to Moses. Moses was inportant factor in our lives.
deed one of the greatest heroes in the Bible.
Therefore, let us look to the Bible—our He led an enslaved people out of the house
source of inspiration. In Hebrews 11, we of bondage to the land of promise. He gave
have the roll call of the Bible heroes— the Ten Commandments to Israel and
men whose names have come down through brought his people to a better understandthe ages as inspirational characters. Enoch,
ing of God.
Noah, Abraham. Jacob, Joseph, David.
Certainly we as Christian youth will acMoses. Gideon. Samson and others. What
cept the challenge of these great Bible
better heroes could we as young people patheroes and follow in their footsteps.
tern after than these great men. And as we
And what will be our reward? I Corinread the inspiring accounts of the lives of
these great heroes, it should inspire us to thians 9:24-25 says: "Know ye not that
follow in their footsteps and to set them up they which run in a race run all. but one
as our models. And why were these men receiveth the prize. Now they do it to
heroes? Because of their close walk with obtain a corruptible crown but we an inGod and their obedience to His will. God corruptible." Here Paul makes a clear disthen blessed them with unusual character- tinction between the crown won by a runner
in the Olympic games and that won by the
istics.
steadfast Christian disciple. The race of

Certainty
But who am I, that I should go
Out to a world of need?
I am" not eloquent of speech,
My tongue is slow indeed.
"Certainly, I," said the Lord to me,
"Do know that thou art weak,
But I have made mans mouth and tongue,
I'll give thee words to speak."
But who am I, so poor, so weak,
Unworthy of Thy call?
I dare not undertake the task
For fear that I should fail.
"Certainly, I," said the Lord again,
"With thee shall ever be
And tarn thy El-Shaddai;
No want thy soul shall see."
But who am I, dear Lord, to go
When others are more fit?
"Certainly, I," said the Lord to me,
"Have chosen thee for it;
The task is thine, I know thy place,
Thy field is waiting thee."
I'll go with joy, and yet not I,
But certainly Thou, in me.
—The Pilot.
the contest runner may bring in a rich reward which in time will perish, but the
successful life race of a Christian will win
a prize of everlasting worth.
Let us then turn to the Bible for our
hero. Let us look up to that which will
bring rich rewards—perhaps not here but
over in heaven. Let us take Christ as our
hero. Choose the untarnished reflection of
the revealed, will and love of Jesus Christ.
Choose undivided loyalty to Him and His
way. Choose to follow His steps whether
they lead to the lofty heights of inspiration
and vision or to the valley of suffering sacrifice and service.

Living Valiantly
(Continued from page seven)
A physician to whom doctoring is not a
privilege is not a real doctor. A missionary to whom ministering is not a privilege,
even though it be in a land where people
are dying in darkness, is not a real missionary. A church college teacher, to whom
teaching in a church-related college with a
sense of loyalty to Christ and the church of
which he is a member is not a privilege, is
not fully qualified to be a church-related
college teacher.
It is not only a privilege to be a Christian but a consecrated Christian. The kind
of service that does that most good in the
world is the kind that is done with the sense
of joyful privilege. "Watch ye, stand fast
in the faith, quit you like men, be strong."
IV. Finally, the valiant life has a crown
of reward all of its own. It must be re-
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membered that the test of life is to finish.
Good starters and good stayers are not
necessarily the same people. Ardor, excitement, susceptibility to sudden feeling,
traditional principle of our fathers, but bethe flare of good intentions—such forces MCC Work with NAE
Several families of Displaced Persons have cause it confronts us right in the heart of
set men going, but they do not enable men been
able to enter the United States through the scriptures. One felt that the Spirit of
to carry on when the going is hard.
the assistance given by the MCC to the the Lord was in the presence of that fellowNational Association of Evangelicals. This ship gathering at Thomashof last Friday
This business of living valiantly is a is a non-denominational Protestant group and Saturday.
good deal like splitting a rock. The work- which among other interests is concerned in
—Robert Kreider
man lifts his heavy iron maul and brings helping to alleviate the suffering of the
homeless.
Our
assistance
consists
chiefly
in
it down repeatedly upon the seam of rock contacts made by Marie Brunk and Mag- Migrant Unit Serves Young and Old
until the deed is done. If you now ask dalen Friesen in Europe, the NAE locating
Nine young people have organized a prowhich blow split the rock, it is clear that its own sponsors here in the United States.
gram for migrant harvest laborers in five
they all did. Yet without the last blow the
The assistance given by the MCC to this or six camps near Clinton, New York. The
first or all the rest would have come to group is in accord with the policy of giving children's program includes playing games,
nothing. Many a life fails from the in- help possible without restrictions because of story hour, crafts, Sunday and Bible School.
race, creed or political affiliation. The MCC Contacts with young people and adults are
ability to deliver the last blow.
has been impressed with the high quality of through religious meetings on Sunday and
a mid-week service, and also in various
Hear the words of the Apostle Paul, "The the DP's processed by the NAE, and is in
happy to help in making their work possible. leisure-time activities which the unit memtime of my departure is at hand. I have
bers have organized and promoted.
fought a good fight, I have finished my Site Chosen for JaDan Unit
course, I have kept the faith; henceforth
One of the poorest sections of Osaka is Workers in China Safe
there is laid up for me a crown of right- the location chosen for the MCC Relief Unit
Word was received recently from the MCC
eousness." But the test is to finish life with headquarters in Japan. A pre-fabricated
barrack type building is being erected to Unit in Shanghai, indicating that all of the
the Lord's smiling approval.
provide housing for the workers and also for workers in Communist occupied areas are
It has been said, "Christ at the gate of facilities necessary for the work. Our work- safe. Both in Shanghai and in Chinkiang
where the' workers are located in Communist
heaven will not look us over for medals ers are convinced that a much-needed relief territory, the travel of foreigners is restrictservice can be given in Osaka by making
and ribbons but for scars." Do you carry available to the people some sewing, shoe ed and foreign mail sevice is also suspended.
Cable and telephone channels are, however,
any scars in your combat for righteousness repair and other "self-help" facilities.
open. The workers in Formosa and at Henin this world? Let us be sensibly, unguang are still in Nationalist territory and
Peace
Conference
in
Germany
quenchably optimistic. We trust in the
therefore are in closer contact with the
A notable conference on nonresistance was homeland. The workers in Communist areas
Lord our Master who said in the face of
the dark billowing clouds of the cross, "In held June 17 and 18 in Thomashof, Germany, are not able to communicate with those in
with Harold Bender, Erland Waltner, C. J.
the world ye shall have tribulations: but Rempel and other American and European Nationalist territory.
be of good chefer; I have overcome the leaders participating. Samuel Geiser from
Switzerland declared that it may go down Service with Federal Bureau of Prisons
world."
in the history of the Mennonites in Europe
In Washington, D. C, at the National
as one of the great, historic meetings. It Training School for Boys, three one-year
"Teach me, my God and King,
was a moving experience to observe what volunteers and one summer service member
In all things Thee to see,
unity of purpose there was among the Ger- are helping the imprisoned boys "in the
And what I do in anything,
man brethren in seeking to rediscover the Name of Christ." The 350 prisoners are boys
To do as for Thee."
great Biblical truths of the Early Church. averaging 16 years of age. The "school''
—Reulah
College.
There is an awakening of interest in Biblical consists of half-day vocational shop and
nonresistance, not simply because it is a half-day academic classes. Harvey Wall conducts tests with the incoming boys and asGary Revival Campaign
sists the recreational director. G e o r g e
Bohrer is assisting in an experiment of vocaThe Christians of Gary, Indiana are conMEN OF DISTINCTION
tional counselling for the boys. Gerald Hershvinced that the three weeks' revival camberger assists one of the vocational school
paign that closed on May 8, with Hyman
Simeon Stylites, in Christian Century, has instructors in the cabinet shop. Burton Yost
Appelman as evangelist and Homer Britton
as song director, was definitely born of the some nice sharp barbs to throw at those wet helps in recreation and education with a
Holy Spirit, because of the crime wave that ads which are doing their best to make John special group who are isolated because of
had been sweeping the city. The women of Barleycorn a respectable citizen. We read: misconduct.
"There are a lot more men that by rights
Gary had banded themselves together in a
This is the first unit of such volunteers to
committee to demand police protection and should be included in the gallery (of 'men
law enforcement, but only after the crime of distinction'). There is the man in Balti- be used by the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
had reached such proportions as to produce more . . . who has achieved the distinction The superintendent indicates that he is more
nine murders in ten days. The opportunity of having been sent to the county jail than pleased with the first month of work.
to launch an intensive attack against Satan eighteen times in five years. . . . There is It is hoped that the lives of these workers
and his hosts was indeed timely and proved the man in Michigan who has achived the may give a Christian testimony to the boys
a tremendous challenge to all the Christian distinction of having been divorced fourtimes at the school.
organizations and churches of the city who in eight years because of confirmed drunkenness (his own) . . . the man who has lost Spanish Speaking Worker Needed
had united to sponsor the campaign.
five jobs in eleven months owing to the flowOur Mexico V. S. unit serves Mexicans as
The meetings were held in the great Me- ing bowl . . . and my neighbor who has had
morial Auditorium, the crowds averaging his driving license revoked twice in fourteen well as Mennonites. The doors are open for
2000, on several occasions going beyond months for driving while 'under the influ- a fuller service with the Mexicans. There
is immediate need for a worker with Span4000, setting a record for religious gatherish and with ability to teach English, or
ings in Gary. When 4000 children turned out
Men of distinction!
music or recreation. For more information
for a Saturday morning children's meeting,
write to Voluntary Service, Mennonite Cen—Christian Herald.
police authorities declared that it was the
tral Committee, Akron, Pa.
largest gathering of children the city had
seen, without exception, for any religious
event. By invitation, Evangelist Appelman
addre'ssed all the superintendents of the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Mills. Nearly 2000 persons were dealt with in the inquiry rooms
during the three weeks, at least 1400 being
first time professions of faith.
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